INVITATION

to an

INFORMATION AND DISCUSSION MEETING

on

The UN Review Processes and Current Trends in Peacebuilding: Bringing Politics Back In

Date: Wednesday, 11 May 2016
Time: 15:00 hours
Place: Vienna International Centre, C-Building, 2nd floor, Room C0237

Three UN review documents have recently been produced in 2015 along the UN reform agenda: the UN peacekeeping review, the review of the UN peacebuilding architecture, and the Global Study on the implementation of UNSCR 1325. All three reviews acknowledge the need for a more political and context sensitive work in peace- and statebuilding, but at the same time highlight the substantial challenges related to such an endeavour. This presentation will confront these UN reviews with the current trend of making peacebuilding more politically and locally connected (as the so-called ‘local turn’ and the concept of ‘political settlements’ suggest), and asks about potential implications.

Further information:

Speaker:

Dr. Jan Pospisil

Dr. Jan Pospisil is postdoctoral research fellow at the DIFD-funded Political Settlement Research Programme (PSRP) at the University of Edinburgh, School of Law. He works on the interrelations between peace processes, political settlements, constitutions and human rights. Since 2006, he is teaching fellow at the Institute for Political Sciences at the University of Vienna, teaching on contemporary issues in peace and conflict studies, peace processes, and general aspects of International Relations. Since 2011, he is a senior researcher at the Austrian Institute for International Affairs (oiip, currently on leave). Jan’s main areas of interest are political settlements, state fragility, peacebuilding and resilience in the wider context of security policy and international relations.
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Access to VIC:
A VIC grounds pass is required to enter the Vienna International Centre.

Recipients of this invitation, or their guests, who do not hold a VIC grounds pass valid for the current year, are kindly requested to register by sending an email with:

1) Title: Mr. or Ms.;
2) Separate indication of their family name and given name (as it appears in ID);
3) Date of birth;
4) Type of ID (passport, driving license...); and
5) The number of the ID document and country of issuance

to pavlovsky@oesgi.org

Deadline for registration: Thursday 5 May 2016

Registered participants will be included in a list held by UN security at the main gate of the VIC. Please present this invitation along with a valid ID or passport at Gate 1 of the VIC. Please consider that formalities at Gate 1 may take time and kindly arrive sufficiently in advance of the meeting.